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This book provides the tools necessary for predicting and improving the performance of real-time computing systems, with special attention given to the rapidly growing field of on-line traDsaCtion-processing (OLTP) systems. It is aimed at two audiences:

1. The system analyst who thorougbly understands the concepts of modem operating systems and appJic:ation stnlCtIIres but who feels lacking in the mathematical tools necessary for performance evaluatiOD.
2. The mathematician who has a good grasp of probability and queuing theory but who would-like to gain a better undastandiDg of the technology bebind today's compotiDg systems so tbat these tools might be effectively applied.

OLTP systems are mpidly becomiDg a part of our evayday Hfe. Mercbants pass our mdit cards thmugb slot readers so that rem.ote systems can check our czedit. Every commercial aiEpJane ride and hotel stay is plamled and ttacked by these systems. When we are critically ill, OLTP systems monitor oar critical sigDs. They control our facrories and power plants. We obtain cash from ATMs, play the horses and lotteries, and inveSt in stocks and bonds tbaDks to OLTP systems.

No wonder 1beir performance isbecomiDg a growing concem. -A poorly performing system may simply frustrate us wbile we wait for its response. Even worse, it can be life-tlnea:rening to a b1!sjness-or even to our loved ones.
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Manual of Psychiatric TherapeuticsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002
Thoroughly updated in a Third Edition, Dr. Shader's popular Spiral(R) Manual is a practical, authoritative, easy-to-use guide to the diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric disorders. This edition features new chapters on pharmacotherapy for children and youth and on pain management and an expanded chapter on attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder...
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The Art of Cooking: The First Modern Cookery Book (California Studies in Food and Culture)University of California Press, 2005
"Surely one of the most significant writings ever concerning the origins and methods of Western cookery. As a pure cookbook, it is a collection of Maestro Martino of Como's precise, workable recipes, each preaching the value and preservation of basic flavors--a revolutionary concept for his time. As an historical resource, The Art of...
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Collecting Nature (Collecting Histories)Cambridge University Press, 2014

	Nature can be collected in many forms and shapes: live animals have been locked up in cages, displayed in zoos and menageries, and their hides and dried body parts were used as part of the set-up in galleries and studies. Plants from far-away countries have been cultivated in botanical gardens and in hothouses. Even the depiction of medicinal...
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Web Services in the Enterprise: Concepts, Standards, Solutions, and Management (Network and Systems Management)Springer, 2005
The emergence of Web services is transforming traditional enterprises. However, the industry hype surrounding these technologies obscures the understanding of their impact and implications to enterprises.
Here the authors take the "big picture" perspective, offering a thorough understanding of the concepts behind Web service...
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Special Bundle for the University of Liverpool, UK; An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering; Part I and An Intntroduction to Mechanical Engineering: ... to Mechanical Engineering: Part 2 (Pt. 2)CRC Press, 2010

	An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering: Part 2 is an essential text for all second-year undergraduate students as well as those studying foundation degrees and HNDs. The text provides thorough coverage of the following core engineering topics:

	
		Fluid dynamics
	
		Thermodynamics
	...
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Dynamics and Control of Energy Systems (Energy, Environment, and Sustainability)Springer, 2019

	This book presents recent advances in dynamics and control of different types of energy systems. It covers research on dynamics and control in energy systems from different aspects, namely, combustion, multiphase flow, nuclear, chemical and thermal. The chapters start from the basic concepts so that this book can be useful even for researchers...
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